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RESULTS

Figure 4. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of woody 

shrubs (purple), trees (orange), and vines (blue) species. A.  

Ordination of principal component 1 against principal 

component 2.

Figure 3. Total biomass by browse cluster in tonnes per ha. 

The four most abundant species oriental bittersweet 

(CEOR7), privet (LIGUS2), spicebush (LINDE2), and 

multiflora rose (ROMU) are colored in brown, blue, pink, 

and violet, respectively. Other species were classified into 

groups non-native (orange) or native (green). Cluster were 
named using 3/5 of the mean biomass.

INTRODUCTION 

• Non-native invasive species can lead to a 

loss in biodiversity, diminished wildlife 

habitat, and altered fuels and fire 

behavior [1], contributing to reduced 

recruitment and regeneration of oaks and 

hickories [2]. 

• Conservation grazing by goats could be 

an ecologically and economically 

sustainable option for controlling woody 

invasive species and restore oak-hickory 

forests. 

• Prior to introduce its use, detailed 

knowledge of livestock browsing behavior 

and their impact on native and introduced 

species is required. 

• This study hypothesized that goat browse 

selectivity depends on biomass quantity 

and quality and grazing duration in the 

forest.

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Figure 1. Vegetation monitoring for biomass 

estimation and species composition by cluster 

analysis (top)  and plant collection for nutritional 
analysis (bottom) as per [3,4] and bite categories [5]. 

Figure 2. Direct observation of goat browsing 
as per [5,6].

CONCLUSIONS and DISCUSSION 

• Browsing selectivity does not vary in relation to 

biomass composition or duration of grazing 

• Species identity, including vegetation nutritional 

characteristics, is the most important characteristic in 

browsing selectivity.

• Goats will target plants their preferred species (LINDE2 

and LIGUS2) in the first two days of grazing. Overall, 

goats have a neutral preference for CEOR7 and tends 

to avoid ROMU.

• 1019 goat day ha-1 is recommended compared to 509 

goat day ha-1 for greater control of ROMU. 
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Figure 7.  A. Before conservation grazing (top). B. After 

conservation grazing at 1,019 goat day ha-1 (bottom).

Figure 6. Selectivity measured by the Jacob’s selectivity analysis [7]. 

Different letters represent significance differences at alpha 0.05. 

Asteristic represents confidence of interval higher than mathematical 

possible for the JSI. A. JSI scores in the browse clusters. B. JSI scores 

against duration of grazing for the ROMU-dominated clusters. Pairwise 

comparison between species for the first for days 1-2 of grazing 

(lowercase letters) and for days 3-4 of grazing. 

Figure 5. A linear model of extracted eigenvalues from nutritional 

principal component 1 against JSI scores for all the woody 

species browsed during the direct observations.


